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“Since 1878, our quality stands the test of time.”
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Groundbreaking for the new BankFirst branch in O’Neill.

BankFirst To Open Full
Service Branch In O’Neill
Norfolk Middle School is now fully enclosed
and construction is on schedule for
completion this summer, just in time to
move all the public school sixth graders into
the new facility.

C

onstruction is now underway on a new BankFirst facility in O’Neill, Nebraska.
BankFirst is new to the O’Neill
community, but they are already
off and running, using a temporary
facility during construction of their new
building.
The subcontract bids are in, and even
though winter weather will impact the
initial work, occupancy is slated for early
fall.
Building upon outstanding past
A computer rendering of the new O’Neill
relationships, Beckenhauer Construction
branch of BankFirst.
was selected to construct a second new
facility for BankFirst in 2005. Nothing makes our job more enjoyable than working for
satisfied repeat clients, and we’re pleased to be able to count BankFirst among those.

DESIGN/BUILD SPECIALISTS

Winter can make construction challenging,
but it progresses nevertheless. Work is
underway on the new addition as well as
interior renovations to Grant Elementary.
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Joe Beckenhauer with his proud parents,
Buster and Linda.

Congratulations!

Beckenhauer Construction has made a
Corporate commitment to being a leader in
the field of Design/Build and Construction
Management. Our relationships are built
upon trust, honesty and integrity as
evidenced by our many repeat clients—
many of whom have been shared from
generation to generation.
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Right: Cutting the
ribbon for the Holt
County Courthouse
addition and
renovation.

Because It’s Our
Commitment

A Behlen
Systems Builder

Above: Celebrating
the opening of
Midwest Bank’s new
York, Nebraska,
branch.
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December 16, 2005 was graduation
day for Joseph Michael Beckenhauer. Joe
received his Bachelor’s degree in
Construction Management from the
University of Nebraska-Kearney and is
now hard at work learning more of the
family business, joining his father, Buster,
and older brother, Bill. With all of the
projects we are currently involved in, we
can sure use his assistance. Welcome
home, Joe.

